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How the Colts shut down Mahomes and the Chiefs

INDIANAPOLIS — It’s a shame the Colts are on bye this week. The off-days robbed defensive coordinator
Matt Ebeflus of his opportunity to stand in front of the media on Tuesday afternoon and take a few bows.

OK, that probably wouldn’t have happened. He’s not that kind of guy. But it remains a shame he doesn’t get a
chance to publicly reflect on how his defense unfurled a masterpiece Sunday night at Arrowhead Stadium in
Kansas City. How they held the highest-scoring offense in the NFL to just 13 points despite playing with a pair
of backup safeties and three rookies (Khari Willis, Rock Ya-Sin, Bobby Okereke) on the field for the majority
of the game.

Chiefs quarterback Patrick Mahomes (15) is sacked by Colts defensive end Justin Houston (99) during
the second quarter Sunday night in Kansas City. MATT KRYGER/ INDYSTAR
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Eberflus would have had the chance to offer up his expertise on how he and his defense reduced the reigning
MVP Patrick Mahomes and his high-octane Kansas Chiefs offense into an ineffective mess.

Unfortunately, he didn’t get that opportunity this week, but that doesn’t mean his masterpiece should go
unexplored. So let’s dive in.

Adaptability

This is where it all started. A loyal Cover-2 apostle, Eberflus had to find the flexibility within himself to enact a
game plan foreign to his core beliefs. According to NFL Research, in his history as Colts’ defensive
coordinator, he has never played man-to-man defense for more than 26% of any game. On Sunday, his Colts
played it on 73.3% of plays and by IndyStar’s count, 81% of Chiefs passing plays (38 of 47 dropbacks).

What’s just as impressive is that he believed his coverage units — devoid of All-Pro linebacker Darius Leonard
as well as starting safeties Malik Hooker and Clayton Geathers — were capable of such a switch.

Insight into a defensive masterpiece
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As far as the scheme, Eberflus would be the first to admit he did not devise this game plan without assistance.
New England enjoyed a degree of success it with against the Chiefs in the playoffs last season, and other teams
have replicated it.

Mahomes himself says what the Colts did to slow him down wasn’t revolutionary.

“They played man coverage,” Mahomes said. “They rushed with four people and they found ways to get
pressure and to cover long enough. For us, Detroit did it last week, New England did it in the playoffs and we
have to beat man coverage at the end of the day.”

If he were able to answer questions this week, Eberflus might admit that Colts indeed got some help. Not just
with the game plan but with the personnel. The Chiefs took the field without one of the most explosive players
in the NFL in Tyreek Hill as well as the dynamic Sammy Watkins, who missed the majority of the game with a
hamstring injury. Mahomes, meanwhile, was somewhat limited by an ankle injury.

Still, Hill played only the first quarter of the season opener before going down with an injury, and the Chiefs
still managed to enter the day as the highestscoring team in the league. The injuries to Watkins as well as left
tackle Eric Fisher certainly aided the Colts’ cause, but it’s not as if the Colts defense was playing at full strength
either.

Furthermore, to enact a defense like this takes courage. Eberflus willingly chose to challenge the NFL’s king of
creativity to a game of backyard football. In a way, that’s what man-to-man defense is. It’s street ball. It’s
saying my guy is going to stop your guy one-on-one. On darn near every play. Because all it takes playing man-
to-man is one misstep. One miscommunication, one slip in coverage, one missed tackle and it’s a jailbreak to
the end zone.

Sure, there are safeties to help erase mistakes, but they can’t be everywhere. And Eberflus didn’t even have his
starters at those positions. He had a rookie (Willis) and a so-far career special teamer (George Odum). And yet,
he put his faith in them and the rest of the Colts secondary to do the job. To hold up long enough for his pass
rush — which had hardly sniffed a quarterback in two weeks — to get home. Do not underestimate the courage
that takes, especially for a defensive coordinator who has long put his faith in the Cover-2 — a lowrisk, bend-
don’t-break brand of football.

And yet, that’s exactly what he did. He rolled those dice, and it worked to perfection.

Rush and ...

For Eberflus’ scheme to work Sunday, the No. 1 priority was generating pressure without blitzing.

Quarterbacks like Mahomes really can’t and shouldn’t be blitzed very often. They understand their offense and
diagnose defenses too well. If they’re blitzed, they’ll identify the hole in the coverage and expose it — either by
hot routing a receiver to the empty space or by evading the pressure long enough for one of his receivers to find
an opening. Mahomes is that crafty and that athletic, as the world saw on that insane touchdown pass he threw
in the first quarter Sunday.

Going into the game, the Colts knew all of that. That’s why they blitzed Mahomes on just four of his 47
dropbacks. The rest of the time, they were dropping seven and occasionally eight players into coverage and
waiting for the passrush to get to him.

It took a little time — Mahomes was relatively comfortable in the pocket in the beginning of the game — but
by the fourth quarter, he was running for his life. In total, the Colts sacked Mahomes four times, pressured him
on 26 of his dropbacks and absolutely tortured him on the Chiefs final two drives.

Having bottled up the Chiefs’ rushing attack and forced coach Andy Reid to all but abandon it, the Colts pass-
rushers made Mahomes’ life miserable late in the game. On his final 10 dropbacks, the Colts sacked Mahomes
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twice and pressured him the other eight times. On those final two drives, they had Mahomes on the run and
playing scared. By the end of the game, he was throwing off his back foot whether there was someone in his
face or not. He was either feeling the inevitable pressure coming or just assumed it’d be there soon.

But make no mistake, by the end of the game, Mahomes was making more throws leaning backward than he
was stepping into them. He was understandably rattled. For the Colts, Justin Houston garnered most of the
recognition along the front lines of the defense. And rightfully so. He tied for the team lead with nine pressures
— including a sack — and came up with a huge fourth-and-one stop while exacting some revenge against his
former team. He earned his AFC Defensive Player of the Week honors.

But he had plenty of help from his linemates and from the coverage units, whom we’ll get to in a minute Turay,
who broke his ankle while sacking Mahomes in the fourth quarter, made it abundantly clear how much he’ll be
missed the rest of the season. He matched Houston with nine pressures while playing just 34 snaps. Jabaal
Sheard and Denico Autry tied for third with five apiece while Al-Quadin Muhammad added four (pressures can
be awarded to more than one player on the same play).

Without the exquisite play of the front four, Eberflus’ man-to-man scheme doesn’t work. The Colts were
starting two rookies (Rock Ya-Sin and Willis) alongside Odum, Kenny Moore and Pierre Desir. And both
Moore and Desir missed some time Sunday night because of injuries. The Colts needed to pressure Mahomes.
That’s no knock on the secondary. A veteran unit outfitted with Pro Bowlers can only cover for so long.

And it’s not a stretch to say the Colts’ young secondary did make mistakes Sunday that were covered up by the
exceptional pass rush. One play in particular stands out from the end of the first half. With just more than two
minutes to go in the second quarter, Chiefs rookie Mecole Hardman blows past Ya-Sin on a deep double move
down the near sideline and it looks like Odum will be late with help. Mahomes sees his young speedster and
has more than enough arm to make the throw. However, as he’s dialing it up, he is walloped by Autry and the
pass comes up well short of its intended target and is nearly intercepted.

That’s just one example of the pass rush lending an assist to the secondary. Of course, it can go the other way,
too.

Cover

Linebacker Anthony Walker was impressed by the Colts’ pass-rush but seemed to be ever more impressed with
how much time the pass rush had to get home on some plays “We always talk about rush and cover,” Walker
said. “We really had guys get off the ball today. The D-line was attacking them. But you have to give credit to
the DBs tonight. Each and every one of them earned their paychecks tonight.”

“And how about the DB coaches (Jonathan Gannon and Alan Williams),” Walker added with a laugh. “That’s a
lot of work right there. Great seeing everyone step up.”

What Walker means is that Eberflus and his defensive coaches had to prepare a handful of young players and
reserves for a defense they haven’t played much. At least not in the NFL. And for the defensive backs that
wasn’t just teaching them the proper technique of playing man coverage but playing it while also tight up
against the line of scrimmage.

According to IndyStar research, the Colts were in press coverage for 42 of the Chiefs’ 47 pass plays.

The idea behind playing so near the line, Reich explained Monday, was to try to throw off the Chiefs’ timing.
Of course, playing so near the line of scrimmage comes with risks.

“If you do that and you’re not right then you can look bad in a hurry,” Reich said. “If you’re going to be up
trying to disrupt and they get a clean release – that’s the give and take. That was just the risk. I think Flus and
the staff just really decided we were going to play a little tighter and a little bit more aggressive and the players
executed it very well.”
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The idea was that if they could force the Chiefs to re-route — even for a half second — that would be enough
to disrupt the timing of a play and give the pass rush a chance to get home.

A perfect example of this came on Grover Stewart’s crucial sack in the fourth quarter. The Colts’ coverage is so
sticky tight that Mahomes has nowhere to go with the ball and he ends up taking a sack.

While there were a few plays like Ya-Sin’s during the game, the reality is the Colts’ man-to-man coverage was
sensational throughout. Entering the night, one of the Eberflus’ biggest concerns was All-Pro tight end Travis
Kelce. Not only had he destroyed them in their January playoff loss (seven catches, 108 yards) but tight ends
had given the Colts fits all season.

But not Sunday. On Sunday, the Colts rarely allowed Kelce a clean release and held him to just four catches and
70 yards on 10 targets.

What’s even more impressive about that is that no one man was responsible. Each Colt took a turn. While
Wilson lined up across from Kelce on nearly every play of the game’s final two series, it was Willis who
covered him the most. He went one-on-one with Willis 13 times, while Wilson had him 10 times, Desir six
times, Moore four times, Ya-Sin twice and Shakial Taylor and Matthew Adams once each. In fact, Taylor
played only 13 snaps on Sunday but one of them included him knocking the ball out of Kelce’s hands and
causing an incompletion (it could have been ruled a fumble) on what would have been a first down.

Before concluding, there is one more unit that needs to be mentioned, and that is the linebackers.

Walker blamed himself for allowing the Raiders’ Trevor Davis to score a 60yard touchdown on a reverse. He
failed to play with discipline, he said, as yet another offense took advantage of the the defense’s tendency to
over-pursue.

Walker vowed to be better Sunday, and he was coming up with five tackles, helping hold the Chiefs to just 2.6
yards per carry and not getting caught out by any of the Chiefs’ misdirection plays.

As for their role in pass coverage, few teams throw to their backs as often as the Chiefs, and going into the
night many would have expected Reid and company to take advantage of the fact that the Colts were playing
without Leonard.

They tried.

They were targeted seven times, but caught just five for 38 yards. In other words, they were not a problem.
That’s because Walker and rookie teammate Bobby Okereke kept them contained all night. Okereke came up
with one of the biggest plays of the night when he stayed step for step with Damien Williams into the end zone
on a wheel route and broke up a sure touchdown. Williams looked like he was supposed to have safety help, but
Odum had followed Mahomes’ eyes from the play and left Okereke all alone.

It didn’t matter, and neither did a near-perfect throw from Mahomes. Okereke’s coverage was too good.

The Colts made plays like this all night. That’s how a masterpiece is built. Sometimes it took stars like Houston
making big plays, but other times it was reserves coming up big — like when Odum forced a LeSean McCoy
fumble to steal away a possession from the Chiefs.

If the Colts don’t put together another impeccable defensive effort like this the rest of the season, it won’t be a
surprise. They don’t come along often. Sunday’s game was one of the finest defensive performances by the
Colts in years.

There’s a flip side to this week being the bye week for Eberflus. While it’s a shame he doesn’t get the pleasure
of sharing the details of his masterpiece publicly, at least he gets the next two weeks to enjoy it.

Follow IndyStar Colts Insider Jim Ayello on Twitter, Facebook and Instagram: @jimayello.
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Colts defensive end Justin Houston (99) celebrates after tackling Chiefs RB Damien Williams on a fourth
and one play Sunday. MATT KRYGER/INDYSTAR
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